
STANISLAV GANEV
Web Developer with Angular, NodeJS, .NET, MySQL

+(359) 88 61 62 835

 So�a, Bulgaria

 stanislav.ganev93@gmail.com

 github.com/arxero

EXPERIENCE

Software Engineer
Freelance
 01/2020 - Present   So�a, Bulgaria
For the past couple of months, I have been working as a freelancer on
various projects of different sizes. This includes some of my notable points.

currently working on a backend with NestJS and TypeOrm for a website
dedicated for promotion of online games and eventually social
networking
started project about trucks check-in from scratch using angular 9 and
material along with the HERE maps api
builded System back-end Architecture and Technical design with .Net

Full Stack Developer
Princess MOA
 06/2017 - 12/2019   So�a, Bulgaria
I had the opportunity to learn from some of the best people in the industry
and for about a year and a half I have come a long way in my professional
career path.

I have worked extensively almost from the beginning on building an app
for a document management system with Angular with material UI.
participated in improving an app for recording data from loggers for
sports events in this project we used PrimeNG
was a mentor for the new developers and helped improve their skills

Front-end designer
Smartwary.bg
 02/2017 - 05/2017   So�a, Bulgaria
Redesigning dvetelepti.com  was my assignment on this charity related
website. My part of the project was to make every page mobile-friendly as it
was already done for the desktop version.

the header and the menu were simpli�ed and adapted for mobile
for mobile, the carousel was replaced with displaying each category
instead
added grid gallery on the homepage and new design for login page
user pro�le, campaigns, single campaign and additional tweaks for all
pages were made for mobile

EDUCATION

JavaScript Web Developer
SoftUni
 2017 - 2019   So�a, Bulgaria
I have successfully completed the whole curriculum of JS developer at
SoftUni and those are some of the most notable courses.

SUMMARY
I can make your design idea into a fully
responsive website while following the
proper design patterns with some of
the best technologies to date.

TECHNOLOGIES

Coding

angular NgRx material UI

PrimeNG NodeJS nestjs

typeorm TypeScript

MySQL MongoDB .Net

Others

HTML5 SCSS docker

JIRA TeamCity git/feature

karma Adobe Photoshop

LANGUAGES

English
Pro�cient

Bulgarian
Native

PASSIONS

 Sharing knowledge

 Good architecture design

 Open Source Development

MOST PROUD OF



mailto:stanislav.ganev93@gmail.com
https://github.com/Arxero
https://dvetelepti.com/


ExpressJS Fundamentals 
ReactJS Fundamentals 
Angular Fundamentals 
Web Fundamentals 
CSS Advanced 

Mining Electromechanics
Sv. Ivan Rilski
 2008 - 2012   Radnevo, Bulgaria

 My CodeHub 
is a small website made Jekyll,
created for the purpose of
collecting good codding
techniques and how to apply
them in the real world.

 My YouTube channel 
is with more than a million views
and many tutorials. I have helped
thousands of people �xing their
issues all over the world.

http://127.0.0.1:5500/assets/downloads/certificates/ExpressJS%20Fundamentals%20-%20May%202018%20-%20Certificate.pdf
http://127.0.0.1:5500/assets/downloads/certificates/ReactJS%20Fundamentals%20-%20June%202018%20-%20Certificate.pdf
http://127.0.0.1:5500/assets/downloads/certificates/Angular%20Fundamentals%20-%20July%202018%20-%20Certificate.pdf
http://127.0.0.1:5500/assets/downloads/certificates/Web%20Fundamentals%20-%20HTML5%20-%20September%202018%20-%20Certificate.pdf
http://127.0.0.1:5500/assets/downloads/certificates/CSS%20Advanced%20-%20November%202018%20-%20Certificate.pdf
https://codehub.netlify.app/
https://www.youtube.com/feruchio599

